Circular polarization of both signs within a sunspotassociated source (the active region Hale 16839) was registered at three wavelengths on May 15, 1980 using the radiotelescope RATAN-600 (0 = 24" -36" at 2.7, 3.2 and 4.0 cm). It is concluded that the polarization structure is caused by the quasi-transverse propagation of microwaves in the solar corona. On the basis of the theory of electromagnetic mode coupling, a coronal magnetic field of 10 -250 G and a gradient of 2 X 10 -5 G/cm at heights of 2 -9 X 10 9 cm are measured. A high gradient of the coronal magnetic field is found above two sunspots of 2400 G, one of them having a high proper motion.
INTRODUCTION
The sign of circular polarization of the centimeter emission reverses during the passage of some bipolar active regions (ARs) across the solar disk (due to axial rotation of the Sun). Since the discovery of the polarization inversion of a microwave local source by Piddington & Minnett (1951) , many authors have also reported on the effect. In the 1960s, Cohen (1960) and Zheleznyakov & Zlotnik (1963) introduced electromagnetic mode coupling in the solar corona to explain the sign changes of circularly polarized emission as due to quasitransverse (QT) propagation of microwaves. Such an analysis of this effect is of advantage in evaluating the strength of the coronal magnetic field in AR (e.g. Peterova & Akhmedov 1973 . The phenomenological reguliarities of the inversion have been also revealed for the case of simple bipolar ARs.
Both an analysis of the AR and the refinement of the technique for drawing out information on the coronal magnetic field are required. Alternatively to the version of QT-propagation, there is a set of suggestions treating the inversion effect. According to Nefed'jev (1984) , there may be a nontransparent coronal object which occults a part of the local source with predominant polarization. White et al. (1992) stress the difference of emission mechanisms at different wavelengths. There may be a polarization depending on the angle of view of the plasma on the top of a coronal loop (Peterova 1994) . Finally, at the foot of the coronal loop Holman & Kundu (1985) have computed the inversion caused by gyroresonance absorption in the plasma surrounding the loop. To choose a proper treatment of the inversion, radio observations of spectral polarization in a wide range of wavelengths and of a certain duration are necessary.
This paper deals with a rare case of the S-shaped circular polarization across a sunspot-associated microwave source at three wavelengths, 2.7, 3.2 and 4.0 cm, simultaneously. The spectralpolarization data were obtained with the radiotelescope RATAN-600 in May 1980. On May 15, we found both signs of circular polarization overlying a sunspot of certain magnetic polarity. We try to treat the effect as a result of QT-propagation of microwaves across the coronal region with a high gradient of the magnetic field.
OBSERVATIONAL RESULTS
By daily observations during the period of May 9-16, 1980 a microwave local source, associated with the active region Hale No. 16839, was registered in total intensity and circular polarization (Stokes parameters I and V ). The angular resolution in the E -W direction varies from 18" to 36" at the wavelengths 2.0, 2.3, 2.7, 3.0 and 4.0 cm. The data reduction was made following the procedure described by Akhmedov et al. (1987) .
The morphological structure of the active region 16839 remains stable: there are two sunspots of about equal area and of about 2000 G of southern magnetic polarity. The nothern polarity is scarcely represented in another part of the AR. Flare activity in this AR is moderate, growing from subflares at the beginning of the considered period to the flares of class 1 on May 15. A great bulk (76 %) of the total radio flux originates from the so-called halo component of the local source. Its size of ~ 2' is comparable with the size of the whole AR. A degree of circular polarization remains to be p v < 10 %. The radio flux of the halo component is almost constant at different wavelengths. The halo component was extracted from the local source, to make the sunspot-associated sources clearly readable in Fig. 1 .
The sunspot-associated sources (the cores of local sources) seem to be of gyroresonance nature. They have flux spectra F(A), ris-ing with A, and a high circular polarization of p v « (40 -100) %. The left-hand circular polarization was registered over both sunspotassociated sources, in accordance with the prevaling extraordinary mode of emission and southern magnetic fields. This happened on May 15, when both signs of radio polarization were seen within the source associated with the eastern sunspot (hereafter sunspot 1; see Fig. 1 ). We draw attention to the presence of both signs of circular polarization at three distinct wavelengths of 2.7, 3.2 and 4.0 cm simultaneously (at 2.0 and 2.3 cm the polarized signal was negligible).
Another distinctive property of this local source is a sudden disappearance of emission associated with the western sunspot (sunspot 2) both in total intensity and in circular polarization during the period of May 11-15. No drastic changes of the corresponding sunspot have been observed at this time interval. Meanwhile, on May 8-16 proper motion of sunspot 2 remains an order of magnitude higher than the commonly excepted mean value. During this period, it has moved by about 5 heliocentric degrees towards the western solar limb.
MODEL ANALYSIS
In this case, we encounter two exceptional phenomena: a rare case of S-shaped polarization across the microwave source overlying sunspot 1 and the sudden disappearance for three days of the microwave source overlying sunspot 2 (with high proper motion). At the time of these modifications at microwaves (May 11-15), both sunspots were of constant size and shape (Fig. 1) .
Let us now analyze the S-shaped polarization. Some explanation should be given for the QT-propagation of microwaves as a cause of the observed S-shaped polarization. If one accepts the point which separates the polarities of AR's large-scale coronal magnetic field as the zero-point of circular polarization structure of the extended halo component, he will find that its position is close to the source of May 15 with the S-shaped polarization. A coverage of the source by a loop-like magnetic structure and by the coronal region of QTpropagation (where the propagation angle is about 90°) is presumed.
We have used the model POLAR2 of Gelfreikh et al. (1987) and Ryabov et al. (1992) which simulates gyroresonance emission and quasi-transverse propagation of microwaves in the potential structure of the coronal magnetic field (as a superposition of magnetic dipols). In our case, three magnetic dipoles approximating the coronal field of the above two sunspots of the southern magnetic polarity and a flocculus of the northern polarity are taken into account. The only free parameter is the depth of submergence of the model dipoles beneath the photosphere (which change the gradient of the coronal magnetic field of an AR).
Let us consider the relationship between the circular polarization of a sunspot-associated source "occulted" by a QT-region and the gradient of the coronal magnetic field. The polarization structure of the source along the line Ox of radio scanning depends on the gradient of the coronal field in a QT-region. On the other hand, one can estimate a coronal magnetic field projected on the source from its polarization structure (see Gelfreikh et al. 1996) :
Here, zero polarization is assumed at xq = 0; r(xi), r(x2) are the normalized degrees of circular polarization r(x) -p(x)/po(x) on both sides of the source, with opposite signs.
A high value of the coronal magnetic field gradient is needed to satisfy the polarization observed on May 15, 1980. In the considered case, no reasonable (positive) values of the depth lead to both-sign circular polarization of the source at different wavelengths simultaneously. Another way to increase the coronal gradient is to enhance the magnetic field of a flocculus on the photospheric level (which we do not know precisely). Therefore, we take the flocculus with a maximum magnetic field of 600 G on the photospheric level.
The above simulation of QT-propagation of microwaves leads to anomalous characteristics of the coronal magnetic field of this AR. With the model POLAR2, we have simulated the S-shaped polarization (Fig. 2) provided the coronal field varies from 10 to 250 G with a gradient of 2 x 10 -5 G/cm at coronal heights of 2 -9 x 10 9 cm (Fig. 3) .
DISCUSSION
The intricate case of S-shaped circular polarization simultaneously at the wavelengths 2.7, 3.2 and 4.0 cm over the sunspotassociated source is treated as a result of quasi-transverse propagation of microwaves through the solar corona. The analyzed sunspot group, Hale 16839, is not a bipolar group demonstrating polarization inversion. The observed inversion of circular polarization differs from what is typically registered in the bipolar ARs. The corresponding differences are as follows: the inversion begins 1.5 d earlier and at the three shortest centimeter wavelengths at the same time. Finally, the values of the coronal magnetic field described in Section 3 with the help of model simulation of QT-propagation appear to be accidental (cf. Gelfreikh et al. 1996) . The strength of the field is (10 -250) G and its gradient is 2 x 10 -5 G/cm at heights of (2 -9) x 10 9 cm. In Fig. 3 , one can see a high extension of about 7 x 10 9 cm of a part of the QT-region which covers the microwave source of about 2 x 10 9 cm. So, in the QT-region the height gradient could be estimated as dH/dh » 240 G / 7 x 10 9 cm » 3 x 10 -8 cm. It is of about the same value as has been found by Gelfreikh et al. (1996) for a set of ARs. The acute angle between the surface of the simulated QT-region and the direction of microwave propagation is supposed to be one of the causes of the high value of the gradient estimated in Section 3. Determination of the gradient directly from the modified distribution of polarization across the source strongly depends on how the QT-region is projected.
Partly, high values of the field strength and its gradient could be related to the tension of the AR's magnetosphere. The proper motion of sunspot 2, which is an order of magnitude higher than usual, may be related with this tension. A large value of the magnetic field of the flocculus, 600 G, used in the above model simulation of the coronal magnetic field, also indicates the presence of high tension.
